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Effortless versatility you can depend on.

Strong, Secure and Convenient.



ProSecure™ Pace
Security Door Hinge.
The ProSecure™ Pace hinge has been crafted to combine superior 
quality with an elegant design. This hinge is built not only to ensure 
durability and reliability but also to complement the aesthetic appeal 
of various installations. Its robust construction guarantees long-lasting 
performance, making it ideal for residential applications.

Installation
With easy installation at the forefront, the ProSecure™ Pace hinge  
has been engineered to support both lift-on/lift-off and front fitting 
door installations. This dual functionality ensures maximum flexibility 
and convenience.

Adjustment
The ProSecure™ Pace hinge is designed with built-in adjustment 
capabilities to ensure perfect alignment and fit.

The auto-locking hinge cover prevents access to the fixing  
screws and locks the steel hinge pin in place. For onsite adjustment, 
handing LH or RH, or to remove the pin for fitting in tight reveals,  
a concealed push button simply releases the cover.

Adjustment Features
Compression Adjustment (+/- 1mm): This allows for minor 
adjustments to ensure a snug fit, improving the seal and functionality  
of doors or panels.

Lateral Adjustment (+/- 5mm): This feature enables side-to-side 
movement, making it easier to align doors or panels with adjacent 
structures, ensuring uniform gaps and a polished appearance.

Height Adjustment (+5mm): This allows for vertical adjustments, 
accommodating variations in floor level or other structural discrepancies, 
ensuring the door or panel sits perfectly at the desired height.

Quick Adjustment Mechanism
A simple 90-degree turn is all that is needed to achieve the  
full +/- 5mm adjustment in any direction. This quick and intuitive 
adjustment mechanism significantly reduces installation and 
maintenance time, making it highly user-friendly.

After adjustment the adjustment mechanism can be locked to  
ensure the hinge position does not move during operation.
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14 colour options.
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Strong, Secure and Convenient.

sales@mila.co.uk

Captive Hinge Lid
pivots open and closed for 
easy installation

Colour Matched Caps
offer seamless styling

Compression Adjustment
+/- 1mm

Lateral Adjustment Lock/Unlock
to prevent adjustment creep

Height Setting Clip
ensures the hinge is installed in the correct 
position - remove before closing the cover

Height Adjustment
+ 5mm

Lateral Adjustment
+/- 5mm

Auto-locking Feature
automatically locks the cover - no 
need for additional screws

Frame Datum
large surface area ensures 
a secure stable fit
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Independently tested.
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Tested to PAS 24:2022 for enhanced security, endures 
extreme corrosion resistance: tested to BS EN 1670 Grade 4 
for plated and Grade 5 for painted finishes, 200,000 cycles 
under load. Supports heavy-duty doors up to 100kg when 
fitted with 3 hinges. Approved by Secured by Design.


